
Premium 90cm Equestrian
Fence Kit with Gate

Your Kit includes the following items:-

20x Green 90cm Plastic Posts.
1x 200m of 20mm White Polytape.
15x 20mm Tape Joining Buckles.
1x Dual Powered Fence Energiser.
1x 25m Energiser to Fence Lead-Out Cable.
1x 5m Energiser to Ground Lead.
1x 1m Ground Rod.
1x Warning sign.
2x Gate Handles.
1x Multi Lamp Fence Tester.
6x 1.2m Wooden Posts.
1x Tape to Tape Lead.
20x Universal Insulators.
4x Double Loop Anchor Insulators.

Note: The energiser may also include an extra red
‘energiser to fence’ lead and a black ‘energiser to
ground’ lead. Use these if using 12v battery.

Setup Instructions - read fully before installing

to order online visit

www.countrystoredirect.com
or call 01233 820368

For extra plastic posts order part no. 15198GN. (pk of 10)
For extra 20mm polytape order part no. 17475. (200m roll)

90cm Green
Plastic Posts

20mm White
Polytape

Use the top conductor
support and the support
40cm from the ground.

Push ground rod into
damp soil leaving
enough above ground to
connect the earth wire.

Energiser to
Ground lead.At the corner drive

a wooden post as
an anchor.

Keep weeds and
grass from touching
any of the fence lines.

Position plastic posts
approx. 4m apart.

1. Where you position your fence energiser and which energiser leads you
will use will depend on whether you wish to power it from the mains or by
12v battery. If battery then place the energiser next to the fence and use
the black fence and earth leads with crocodile clips supplied with the
energiser. If using mains position the energiser indoors or under cover and
use the 25m black lead-out cable and 5m green and yellow earth lead.
2. Push the ground rod into the ground near to the energiser (or just outside
the building if mounting the energiser indoors) leaving enough exposed to
attach the earth lead.  Attach the appropriate earth lead to both the ground
rod and to the earth terminal of the energiser.
3. Push the plastic posts into the ground 4m apart.  At the ends and corners
of your installation drive in a wooden post. Now screw in 2x universal
insulators 40cm and 90cm from the ground approximately to coincide with
the nearest slot to that level in the plastic posts. Decide on the position of
your gateway and drive into the ground 2x wooden posts as required.
Screw into each post 2x double loop anchors at levels coincide with the 5th
and top positions on the plastic posts.
4. Using the polytape, handles and tape buckles create 2x gate sets and fit
them across the gateway. Once installed they should be under slight
tension.
5. From each gate post feed tape around your installation feeding it through
the appropriate slots in the plastic posts joining as necessary using the
buckle joiners. Terminate the run at the other gate post or at the end post
if creating a straight run using a buckle joiner. Repeat this procedure for the
second line of your fence. The tape supplied in this kit can be cut using
snips or scissors.
6. Now join the two lines together using the Tape to Tape Lead within 25m
of the energiser. If using the mains to power your energiser strip back
30mm of insulation from both ends of the 25m Lead-Out Cable. Then
connect it to the fence terminal on the energiser and the other end to the
Tape to Tape Lead on your fence. Your energiser can now be switched on.
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The energiser can be
powered either by a 12V
battery or by using the
mains adaptor supplied.

Energiser to
Fence lead.

At each corner or end of a
run drive a wooden post
into the ground and fit 2x
universal insulators 90cm
and 40cm from the ground
approx. to coincide with
the height of the nearest
slot in the plastic post

20mm Tape


